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Making predictions is 

very hard,

especially about the 

future.

Yogi Berra



Predictions?

• Imagine…

• “We don’t sell books!”

• “This notion you’re peddling...”

• Nevertheless… 



Impacts of Digital Transformation

• Happening quickly; building materials vendors that 
don’t accept it and act accordingly will be left behind. 

• New threat as large e-commerce companies such as 
Amazon and Alibaba start to enter the market. 

• Sellers of ceramic tiles and other commodity 
products could see margins squeezed as a result.



Changing Supply Chain Economics

• The lines between manufacturers (which 
make things) and distributors / retailers 
(which sell things) are blurring.

• Manufacturers moving from building to 
stock to building to order.

• Intermediaries whose sole value is to hold 
inventory are likely to be squeezed out.



The Challenge of Intermediaries
• Intermediary shortcomings:

– Reduces speed to market 

– Capital required to build up inventory; 

– More difficult for manufacturers to understand consumers

• Many large manufacturers today rely heavily on 
intermediaries, weakening their connection to the 
consumer. 

• Smaller players with direct consumer relationships can 
be more responsive to changing consumer needs. 

• Large manufacturers could use their scale to enable 
these smaller players instead of competing with them.



Manufacturing Survivors

• Engaging the consumer directly, 

• Increasing speed from idea to market, and 

• Favoring build-to-order over build-to-stock



Distribution Survivors

Those who create more value for consumers:

• Providing useful information, 

• Helping people make choices, or 

• Allowing buyers to experience products 
in new ways.



Moving to B2C?

• Previous forecasts stated successful 
building materials companies would adopt 
digital technologies to go B2C

• Growing number of building materials 
makers connecting online with end 
customers supports this forecast

• Middlemen stand to lose out as profits 
shift to platforms and online marketplaces.



Create a website connecting end 
customers and service providers.

• Longtime German roofing materials 
producer Braas Monier (changed 
name to BMI Group after June 2017 
merger with Icopal) 

• Built an online platform to connect 
end customers with roofers. 



Offer a free platform to build traffic and generate leads.

• Xella’s first B2C digital initiative

• European wall-building materials producer 

• Free virtual companion for private homebuilders 

• Drive traffic and awareness 

• Eventually sell products directly to consumers.





Go digital to offer products and installation

• One startup is Thermondo, a venture-backed home-
heating-systems service business started in 2012. 

• Captured a substantial share of the German market. 

• According to its own estimates, is that country’s 
largest certified home-heating-systems installer.





Lessons Learned

• Capitalize on corporate assets to create an advantage 
in the marketplace. 

• Separate digital ventures from established operations.

• Involve existing business partners early in the process.

• Don’t expect a B2C venture to take off overnight.

• Expect changes to traditional sales channels. 



Transformational Technologies



And one more



The First Use Case for Blockchain

= Blockchain
Bitcoin is an implementation of 

the technology
Blockchain is the core 

technology



Blockchains: The Promise



Blockchains Provide

A Permanent,  Immutable, 
Signed, and Time-stamped Record 

of Identity, Ownership, Transactions, or Commitments



Blockchains Provide

Records can be shared among two or more 
Entities – without an intermediary



Blockchains Provide

Globally available with Complete 
Transparency – for Those Authorized



Blockchains Provide

Unhackable Security against Those Unauthorized



The First Use Case for Blockchain

= Blockchain
Bitcoin is an implementation of 

the technology
Blockchain is the core 

technology



Identical Copies – Distributed Nodes





Why Not Electronic Medical Records?



Why Not Land Titles?



Why Not 3D Printing Design Files?



Why Not Purchase Orders?



• “A smart-contract is a computer program, 
• which runs on a replicated, shared ledger (Blockchain), 
• which can take custody over assets on that ledger, and 
• which can track what has happened to date and 
• respond to incoming information or events.”

Smart Contracts on the Blockchain



Port of Qingdao



Blockchain & P.O. Management

Current environment:
• Supplier statement reconciliation – company receives supplier statement 

& reconciles to what is recorded on company ledger 
(due to goods in transit, services verification, credit/debit notes, etc.)

Blockchain environment: 
• All activities recorded; parties instantly see status of reconciliation; 

simplifies back-office processes; reduces settlement risk.
• Purchase orders time-stamped; 

they become valid clauses executed with smart contracts.
• When products or services are delivered, blockchain ensures correspondence to 

contract (e.g., date and time of arrival; condition;   purchase order match).



Impacts of Blockchain on Supply Chain

• Create A More Transparent Supply Chain

– Enhance sales forecasting and inventory control

– Automated and fully audited 

– Rapid and transparent transactions

• Improve Trust And Transparency

– Provenance

• Reduce Counterfeit Goods

– Tilkal

https://www.provenance.org/
https://www.tilkal.com/


Partial List of Industries 
Impacted by Blockchain

Accounting / Auditing

Construction

 Energy 

 Entertainment

 Financial Services

Government / NFP

Healthcare/Life Sciences/Pharma

 Insurance

 Law / Legal Services

 Logistics / Transportation 

Manufacturing 

Media 

Real Estate

Retail 

 Supply Chain

 Technology



Examples of Industry 
Blockchain Consortia

• B3i (Insurance) 

• BlockRx Project (Pharmaceuticals)

• Construction Blockchain Consortium
https://www.constructionblockchain.org/

• CULedger (Credit Unions)

• Dutch Logistics Group

• Fundchain (Investment Banking)

• Government Blockchain Association

• Hashed Health

• Hyperledger (Multiple)

• Integra Ledger (Legal)

• MediLedger (Pharmaceutical)

https://www.constructionblockchain.org/


Cost Increases In Construction 

• Difficulty of managing all the complex 
information required to construct a building.

• One critical issue blockchain can help to solve



Construction Information Challenges
• Materials sourced from around the world
• Problems with scheduling or the delivery of one item can 

snowball and hold up an entire project. 
• Modern building designs often created by architects who 

never visit the construction site
• Include a huge amount of detail that builders must interpret 

effectively in order to avoid safety and liability risks. 
• Property purchasers have little means of ensuring that 

builders do what they promise. 
• Many crucial systems hidden in inaccessible places where 

even professional building inspectors cannot detect 
problems.



Using Blockchain Technology to Improve Construction

• Reducing Fraud Through Smart Contracts
– Moving building planning and construction records to the blockchain instead of 

relying on centralized Building Information Modeling (BIM) platforms.

– Combat fraud by enabling the use of smart contracts. 

– Smart contracts could prevent a builder from being paid or an item from being 
crossed off the job list until blockchain confirms that a certain condition is met.

– In the near term, might require manual inspection. In the future, smart devices 
allow this data to be collected and fed to smart contracts automatically. 

• Improving Supply Chain Management
– Today, if building material can't be delivered on time or the wrong material is 

shipped, the builders have limited ability to discover this ahead of time. 

– If construction supply chain data were moved to blockchain, they could anticipate 
material delivery issues or defects and plan accordingly.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Building_information_modeling


The Rate of Change

“We always overestimate the change that will occur in the next two years and underestimate 
the change that will occur in the next ten. Don’t let yourself be lulled into inaction.”
– Bill Gates, co-founder and chairman of Microsoft 



But NONE of this matters

– UNLESS You Have a Strategy 
for Blockchain Transformation

(Blockchain-Enabled Digital Transformation)



The Critical Role of Blockchain in Digital Transformation

• Most Emerging Technologies are Point Solutions
– 3D Printing
– Augmented / Virtual Reality
– IoT
– Even AI

• They apply at a specific organizational or even geographic point.
• Blockchain is different. 
• It provides the decentralized Infrastructural Glue that ties all of 

the points together.
• It enables the Digital Transformation of not just individual 

processes or organizations, but entire business ecosystems.



Blockchain Transformation 

• Blockchain Transformation is NOT about 
force fitting new technologies into 
your existing business processes and infrastructure. 

• Blockchain is a team sport!

• It starts by rethinking your business or social ecosystem.

• Then it’s about rethinking your business model 
and your role within your ecosystem. 

• Then using any and all technologies 
needed to implement the new vision.



Blockchain Transformation Timeline

• Awareness – Communication 

• Understanding – Education

• Strategy – Planning 

• Implementation

– Proof of Concepts

– Growth Across Enterprise

– Expansion across Ecosystem(s)



Change & Progress

“Change does not 
necessarily assure 
progress,

but progress 
implacably 
requires change.”

Historian Henry Steele Commager
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